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The Mysterious Genius
of Bong Joon Ho

‘Parasite’ Proves
2019’s Most Vital Film

Living Spaces Spin a
Story in Themselves

Korean All-Stars
Conquer the World

Thanks to the helmer’s
dueling impulses, he’s
your favorite director’s
favorite director.

Director Bong’s masterpiece nails the desperation
of the poor — and the
obliviousness of the rich.

The “Parasite” family
homes, from sunny to
squalid to hellish, hammer
home a cultural metaphor.

The actors of “Parasite” are
fast becoming as celebrated
worldwide as they are
back home in Korea.
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Duality Drives
Director Bong’s
Singular Genius

Bong meticulously storyboards his films. In this scene, the
increasingly desperate Kims, who live in a space lower than their
toilet, are perched at their commode to try and get free Wi-Fi.

Bong Joon Ho is torn between imagination and observation, control and freedom.
He’s a celebrity who lurks in coffee shops. In ‘Parasite,’ those dueling impulses manifest
as mirrored homes, familes and fates — to astonishing effect. By James Linhardt
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Cho Yeo Jeong as posh Mrs. Park in
her spacious bathroom retreat.

Bong Joon Ho
directing “Parasite.”

I have this desire to have full mastery
over the space and control even the
tiniest increments, like half an inch.”
Bong Joon Ho, director, “Parasite”
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ong Joon Ho, visionary director of “Parasite,” is a bona fide celebrity in his home
country of South Korea, but he still prefers
to do his writing tucked in the corner of a coffee
shop. Sometimes he has headphones on to concentrate better on a thematic flight of fancy, but
sometimes, he says, he’ll hear a conversation at
an adjacent table and feel the need to eavesdrop.
To retreat into a private vision or to connect
with real life: “Parasite” is the marriage of
competing impulses. It’s both an auteur project,
presenting a hermetic world where Bong had
his hand in every detail, and a sharply observed
satire of capitalism, classism and inequality.
Bong’s films match a boldness of vision and filmmaking mastery with insight into present-day
political unrest. With them, the man referred
to as “Director Bong” has clearly entered the
pantheon of great modern filmmakers.
Bong’s cinematic education began early. “I
was a film geek,” he says. As a youth, he discovered the American Forces Korea Network, which
showed movies on Friday and Saturday nights.
“It was the 1970s, and Korea was under military
dictatorship,” he says. “It was a very conservative
mood, but on Friday night we could see some
sex and violence. I was a little kid, but I came
out to the living room by myself when my family
was sleeping and watched those movies.” He
loved the American studio films of the era but
also “many B pictures,” those more committed to
great storytelling than prestige or polish.
Three of his own movies — “Okja,” “Snowpiercer” and “The Host” — are recognizable as,
respectively, an adventure story, a science-fiction
dystopia and a monster movie, but Bong mashes
up genres in unexpected ways. He rearranges
seemingly familiar story beats with a watchmaker’s
precision and an undercurrent of pitch-black
humor, so his films add up to much more than
their individual style elements.
“I always try to familiarize myself with genre
conventions,” Bong says. “I feel more excitement
when I break genre conventions and subvert
them — but in order to break the rules, you need
to be aware of the rules.”
He recognizes “Parasite” as a kind of genre
film, “but [it’s one that] talks about our current
reality.” It’s a literal upstairs/downstairs fable that
compares the plight of two families on either side

of Seoul’s class divide, linking them in a kind of
grand battle royale. Its astonishing success in
the U.S., France, Denmark, Japan — pretty much
everywhere — suggests the film’s despair over
class inequality is a global occurrence.
“This time, I didn’t want to tell the story in a
sci-fi format,” Bong says. “I wanted it to feel like
a story that surrounds us on a daily basis, something more realistic and natural.” One could say it’s
almost like something overheard in a coffee shop.
For “Parasite,” he adds, “the story began with
the concept of infiltration in itself, this idea of
a family of four, a poor family, infiltrating a rich
house one by one, like how a parasite would infiltrate a host. And so the idea began with two
families — one rich, one poor, each with four
members — and the poor sort of seeping into the
lives of the rich. I was very excited by that idea.”
From that seed came an idea that Bong
couldn’t shake. “The first image I thought of
for ‘Parasite’ was the window in the semi-base-
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ment home where this poor family is enjoying a
meal, and they see a man urinating on the street
outside, which brings them a lot of fear.”
Bong methodically controls every step of
the filmmaking process. He storyboards meticulously, and on “Parasite” he recognized that the
story depended on creating the perfect houses
for the two families. “Because I’m so obsessed
with space,” he says, “usually I spend a long
time location scouting. I’m very persistent with
finding the spaces, but because with ‘Parasite,’
90% of the story happens in the two houses, we
built the sets from scratch.”
The director knows that even a constructed
set is never a perfectly controlled environment,
and no matter how inventive Bong’s staging, the
success of his films depends largely on his work
with actors. “My priority is always to make my
actors feel comfortable and free,” he says, “but
at the same time I have this desire to have full
mastery over the space and control even the

tiniest increments, like half an inch. So I have
these two contradicting desires.” He has even
been known to show performers a storyboarded
version of a shot before they step into the scene.
Even the cast of “Parasite” finds Bong enigmatic. Choi Woo Shik, who plays the son of the
poor but devious Kim family, calls Bong “a truly
mysterious person.” Lee Jung Eun, who plays the
housekeeper the Kims displace, says, “Director
Bong is very funny and weird. He is always the
same and only thinks about film all day.”
“On the set,” says Choi, “I hear more casual
everyday talk or funny stories [from him] than
comments about the actual film. But at the same
time, he is extremely sharp. He seems to know the
limits to an actor and helps his charms pop out.”
The smash success of “Parasite” coincides
with the centennial of Korean film, which began
with the 1919 movie “Fight for Justice.” Says
Bong, “Korean cinema has a long history, and
there are many masters that have yet to be introduced to the Western audience.”
Bong is not fluent in English, but undeniable
command of his medium, combining a care
ful
deployment of special effects with a canny,
ground-level understanding of human behavior,
has made him one of the world’s most influential
auteurs. His cinematic universe is a richly imagined, obsessively detailed environment — an
environment that feels frighteningly real. ■
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The Journey of ‘Parasite’

‘Parasite’ is a one-of-a-kind,
record-breaking smash. Maybe
it’s time to make that official.

SHOOTING BEGINS
Seoul, South Korea,
production takes four months
May 18, 2018

NEON ACQUIRES
DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS
American Film Market in
Los Angeles Oct. 31

WORLD PREMIERE
Debuts at Cannes,
gets extended
standing ovation and
finishes atop critics
poll at the festival
May 21, 2019

PALME D’OR
The first Korean winner
of the jury’s top prize
at Cannes, it’s also
named top film by the
critics — a rarity
May 25

THREE GOLDEN GLOBE
NOMINATIONS
First Korean film to get
that many Dec. 6

HIGHEST METACRITIC
SCORE OF 2019
Year’s best-reviewed film,
with a 96 rating

OPENS IN
NORTH AMERICA
Has highest per-screen
average of the year
Oct. 11

RELEASED IN
SOUTH KOREA
Becomes a hit at
home May 30

GOLDEN GLOBES
Wins Best Foreign
Language Film
Jan. 5, 2020

“PARASITE” AWARDS

The poor Kim family is the “parasite”
feeding on the rich Parks — but the film
hints that each feeds on the other.

The Movie of Our Year
When he arrived in Cannes with ‘Parasite,’ Bong Joon Ho hoped for awards only for his actors. Instead, his suspenseful dramedy

F

rom the moment it screened to an extended
standing ovation at the 2019 Cannes Film
Festival and became a rare unanimous jury
choice for the coveted Palme d’Or, Bong Joon
Ho’s “Parasite” has been working its magic on
opinion makers and moviegoers everywhere. It
has racked up more than $160 million in worldwide grosses, an impressive take for any independent film, let alone one from South Korea. And
it’s become only the 11th feature in a language
other than English to achieve dual Academy
Award nominations for Best Picture and, as it’s
now called, Best International Film.
What accounts for the spell woven by this, for
lack of a better description of such an original and
audacious work, twisty, genre-defying, full-ofsurprises satirical dramedy? And how is it that an
overseas effort is contending for the Academy’s
highest honor amidst a notable array of homegrown behemoth studio contenders?
Simply put, the insightful themes, masterful
filmmaking and worldwide impact of “Parasite”
have made it the most important film of the year,
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if not the best film of the decade. The movie is a
dual portrait of two vastly different yet eerily
connected families — the affluent but distracted
Parks and the impoverished but resourceful Kims,
who see an opportunity to insinuate themselves
into a fortress of domestic privilege and, sure
enough, do so to hilarious then suspenseful then
heartbreaking results. Director and co-writer
Bong Joon Ho has crafted not just a riveting film
but a seriously vital one.
Bong is famous for refusing to be bound by
genre tropes and narrative rules, choosing
instead to follow his stories wherever they may
lead. So a scene crackling with Hitchcockian
menace — as people lie flat under a coffee table,
no less — is followed by a feat of slapstick a
master farceur would be proud to execute. At
the same time, Bong’s work effortlessly makes
room for meaningful themes, such as the indictment of animal abuse in 2017’s winsome “Okja”
or, earlier, the climate crisis bubbling up through
the heart-stopping action of “Snowpiercer.” This
time his thematic concerns are rooted in the

most dramatic and urgent divide of the present
moment: Rich versus poor, lucky versus unlucky,
up versus down (literally), those with infinitely
more than they need versus those who struggle
for the barest minimum to survive.
Many filmmakers express public concern for
the international underclass. Every year a few
films touch on it, if indirectly. Several of this year’s
Academy Award nominees, in multiple categories,
do so. “Parasite,” however, confronts the issue of
inequality head-on. Even its culinary details — the
wealthy matriarch adding sirloin to her ramen dish
because plain chajang noodles are déclassé —
carry an economic subtext.
Much of the affection for “Parasite” surely
stems from the way it combines its trenchant
social commentary with bravura filmmaking and
sheerly exuberant entertainment. One never
knows what’s going to happen next, once patriarch Kim Ki Taek — played by Asian acting icon
Song Kang Ho — installs himself, his wife and
their children as essential hired help who push
the boundaries of service to the Parks to outra-
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proved to be the year’s most important film, laying bare fears and tensions shared by millions. By Bob Verini

geous extremes. Never before has “make yourself
at home” taken on such a sinister interpretation.
That affection is reflected in a cascade of
critics circles naming “Parasite” the year’s best —
more than any other 2019 film. The film is #1
rated for the year on Rotten Tomatoes, Metacritic
and Letterboxd (ahead of “The Irishman,” “1917,”
“Once Upon a Time in Hollywood” and other Best
Picture contenders). It walked off with the Golden
Globe for Best Foreign Film and the ACE Eddie
Award for Best Edited Drama, and it’s the first
non-English-speaking film to win Best Ensemble,
the Screen Actors Guild’s highest award.
One could spot affinities with some of the
Motion Picture Academy’s past Best Picture
winners: the moody evocation of the inner city
it shares with “The Shape of Water”; its narrative
twists, as delightful as those in “The Sting”; and
the cheeky photographic and editing touches
that conjure up “Tom Jones,” an earlier honoree
from across the seas.
Still, when all is said and done, Bong’s masterwork is, like any great film, sui generis: original
unto itself, less a readily recognizable descendant
than a likely future role model.
Having made history as South Korea’s most
prominent cinematic export ever, “Parasite” offers
Academy members a chance to make history
themselves, recognizing a film in a “foreign
language” as best of 2019. In a time of fragile
international alliances and surges of nativism,
acknowledging a non-native film as the year’s
best would send a signal of fellowship across the
globe, to resonate wherever movie lovers are to
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Best
Picture

SAG AWARDS
First Korean film to
take top prize, for
Best Ensemble
Jan. 19

Best
Director

Best
Best Foreign
Screenplay Language
Film

GOLDEN REEL
AWARDS
Wins top prize from
Motion Picture Sound
Editors Jan. 18

be found. It would validate a celebrated line from
an Academy Award-winning film of a dozen years
ago: “A great artist can come from anywhere.”
And it would recognize that cinema itself is a
universal language, foreign nowhere.
Even more important, recognition for “Parasite” would signify that concerns over unequal
resources and unbalanced opportunities are
genuinely felt by those at the highest levels of the
world’s most influential film community.

ACE EDDIE
AWARDS
Lands top prize from
American Cinema
Editors Jan. 17

SIX ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS
Best Picture — First
Korean nominee —
International Feature,
Director, Screenplay,
Production Design,
Film Editing Jan. 13

Then again, no one needs an elaborate rationale to acknowledge “Parasite.” Just recall what
it’s like to watch the movie in a theater: the shrieks
of laughter, the shudders of dread, the dazed yet
delighted faces in the lobby afterward and the
feverish post-screening conversations about fate,
income inequality, tenuous Wi-Fi connections and
the proper recipe for ram-don.
“Parasite” is a one-of-a-kind, record-breaking
smash. Maybe it’s time to make that official. ■
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That Park Place!
A majority of ‘Parasite’ is set in the postmodern hilltop sanctuary of the Parks, the

wealthy but gullible family that is infiltrated by the street-smart Kims. But the Parks’
home isn’t a real house — it’s several meticulously designed sets. By Karen Idelson

O

ne character in “Parasite” is generat
ing lots of buzz but can’t be seen at a
premiere or on a red carpet: the stunning
house belonging to the Park family.
With its sleek, angular, postmodern lines and
deep hidden secrets, the set has become one
of the last decade’s most talked about achievements in production design. It’s not just where
all the action plays out. The palatial residence is
woven tightly into the story and even contributes
to the actors’ characterizations. Its layered levels
are a mirror for the power dynamics of the family
as well as its social status.
Lee Jung Eun, who plays Parks’ original housekeeper, says the house is organically related to
her character. “The house can keep secrets,” she
says. “The basement is like the tale of the train in
‘Snowpiercer.’ [People] become like bugs — like
a real parasite — when they’re in the basement.”
Director Bong Joon Ho wanted the house
(well, most of it) to be the sort of place a wealthy
owner would show off, according to Architectural
Digest. But while it looks like a posh showcase,
the design itself makes it possible for one
member of the family to hide in a part of the
home or creep down a hallway undetected. That
design helped Bong execute his very specific
ideas about blocking, which he uses to create
tension — almost a haunted-house feeling.
“The production designer and I shared a lot of
conversations in detail about the design of the
house and spent a long time preparing for the
sets, particularly with the rich house, because
the set would only be finished close to production,” says Bong. “We created a virtual simulation
of the house, where I could replicate the camera
angles and positions and roam around the space
virtually. Then we created a simple program that
reflected the exact design of the actual set.”
As it turns out, the Park house isn’t a set — it’s
multiple sets, built in different places. To ensure
the house would be ideal for filming at multiple
camera angles, the first floor and serene garden
were constructed in an empty lot. The crew
tracked the sun’s movements so they could make
the best use of natural lighting at all times, thus
giving the home a more organic feeling.

The second floor and basement were built
on a soundstage, with the second-floor exterior
shots added digitally. In fact, stitching the sets
together took over 400 “invisible” visual-effects
shots, production designer Lee Ha Jun tells
Variety. Those shots were used to connect rooms
and even people,
Above all, Lee knew he had to fashion a house
that looked like something a famous architect
had conceived. In a Q&A with the director at Film
at Lincoln Center, Lee said through an intepreter,
“Director Bong provided me with a floor plan he
was imagining. So that became the basis of our
design for the set. I fortunately have a friend who
is an architect, and I was in consultation with him
throughout designing the set.
“But when I first showed my friend this design,
he said it wasn’t a livable house ... not a real
living space. But I still have to manage to bring
this onto the screen because, as the production
designer, what’s most important to me is what is
being shown on the screen. So there was a lot of
navigating to do there.” ■
THE MAIN FLOOR

“This is where the secret deals
take place ... it’s sort of the main
stage for a young group of the
rich housewives.” — Bong Joon Ho

OR

OPEN

CLOSED

THE BASEMENT

“This is still a place
where you use the
remnants of the
fanciness of the rich
house. It leads to
the gates of hell.”
— Bong Joon Ho

THE SUB-BASEMENT

“The bunker is where everyone
didn’t want to end up. It’s the place
no one wanted to face and the place
we all feared in our subconscious,
particularly the protagonist Kim Ki
Taek. He’s a man who wanted to go
up the stairs but ended up going
down the bunker and facing the
fears within.” — Bong Joon Ho
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Drowning With the Kims
In “Parasite,” says director Bong Joon Ho,
“the main characters are confronted by the
mundane classism that we try not to acknowledge. Since the movie is about the rich and the
poor, everyone around the world can relate.”
That classism plays out in the contrast between two homes: the Parks’ hilltop sanctuary

variety.com/parasitefyc

and the Kim family’s squalid semi-basement.
Such dank living spaces were built in South
Korea after the Korean War to double as
bunkers in the event of an invasion. Apartments were at first banned, as they are prone
to pest infestations and flooding, then were
cleared for habitation to accommodate the

demand for workers as the economy heated
up. These apartments were soon associated
with laborers who weren’t able to take advantage of the economic opportunities available
to more educated workers. And then the poor
became stuck — literally half underground.
Bong told NPR that those who couldn’t
keep up with the fast-paced Korean economy
quickly became lost, left without the chance
to improve their lives.
The Kims’ house is meant to be a kind of
mirror of the wealthy Park house, he noted.
Instead of an enormous picture window with a
view to a lush private lawn, the windows of the
Kim bunker offer a narrow view of a dirty city
street — no green in sight — where the family
has to watch drunks get sick and urinate.
There the Kims face indignities like not being
able to get Wi-Fi but also the greater threat of
losing all they have if there is a flood.
One visual detail of the set is telling: The
Kims’ living space is literally below the toilet,
an apt metaphor for the status of the poor and
the struggling — and not just in Seoul.
“ ‘Parasite’ is a very Korean film,” says Bong,
“but we’re all living under capitalism.” ■
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They’re a Perfect 10
Bong Joon Ho took popular Korean thesps, cast some against type, got them to mesh
perfectly — and made them all famous around the world. By Tara McNamara

B

est Picture buzz enveloped “Parasite” after
its unanimous Palme d’Or win at Cannes,
but Bong Joon Ho’s social-class commentary was the underdog at the Screen Actors
Guild Awards. There’s always a worry that great
foreign-language performances will get lost in
translation, but not only did the movie win Best
Acting Ensemble, SAG’s top prize, the audience
showed its appreciation for the cast with a
two-minute standing ovation. It’s an acknowledgment of the elevated performances that make
“Parasite” sizzle. “In this film, all 10 characters are
equally important,” Bong says,
Lee Sun Kyun, called “The Voice” in Korea and
cast as wealthy Mr. Park for what Bong calls his
“multifaceted charm,” agrees: “The various roles
and positions fit together like a puzzle.” Or maybe
a film version of Jenga. Each of the 10 characters
supports and balances the others: When one
makes a move, another bears the weight.
With no lead talent, hero or villain, Bong
drew from a swath of Korean cinema’s most
well respected and adored faces, starting with
his frequent collaborator Song Kang Ho, who is
something of an icon. “He’s a great actor who
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The thing you really
enjoy as an actor
while working with
Director Bong is you
can see your face
in a way that you
never expected to.”
Lee Jung Eun, actor, “Parasite”

really needs no explanation in Korea or Asia,” the
director says, adding that Song was excited to
step back from his usual leading everyman position to “focus on the harmony of the characters.”
Song may have stepped back from being a
leading man, but he still demonstrated leader
ship. Park So Dam, who plays conniving daughter
Kim Ki Jung and is a winner of several breakthrough actress awards in her own right, says,
“[Song] always acted in unexpected ways, so our
reactions would be spontaneous and different.”
The Kim family had an additional complexity:
Their characters play characters. Each is recommended to the Parks with traits they must then
pretend to possess. Whenever the Kims are out
of sight of the Parks, the characters relax back
into their true skin.
“The only way for us actors to set the tone
and breathe in the exact air with such tone is with
help from the production designer. The gestures
or behaviors of our four family members changed
through production designer Lee Ha Jun,” says
Choi Woo Shik, who plays Kim Ki Woo.
Bong flipped typecasting for the crucial part
of Mrs. Park with Cho Yeo Jeong, who had been
famous for bombshell roles. “When I read the
screenplay, I was surprised,” says Cho. But Bong
enjoys asking his actors to stretch, and they enjoy
the challenge. Lee Jung Eun, who plays housekeeper Gook Moon Gwang, says, “The thing
you really enjoy as an actor while working with
Director Bong is you can see your face in a way
that you never expected to and act something
that you’ve never expected to play. To see the
‘new’ me is truly delightful.” ■
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The cast of “Parasite”
celebrates winning top
prize at the SAG Awards.
From left: Cho Yeo
Jeong, Choi Woo Shik,
Lee Jung Eun, Lee Sun
Kyun and Song Kang Ho

